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Abstract.
Given a chain T, we consider the lexicographic order Rr. If A
is a chain such that Rr ~ RA , we examine the question of whether necessarily
T ~ A. Under an additional hypothesis, we show that T and A will have
the same order types of well ordered subsets. Among other things, this yields
an affirmative answer to the above question in the case where T and A are

ordinals.

1. Introduction
Let T be a chain (that is, a totally ordered set), and let s be a mapping from
T into the reals E. Define support 5 to be the following subset of T :

supports = {y ; s(y) / 0}.
Consider now the set
{s ; s : T —>E , support s is well ordered},

and order it lexicographically:
sx < 52 if and only if sx(y) < S2(y), for the least yeT

such that sx(y) ^ S2(y).

This is a well defined total ordering (cf. [FU]), and the totally ordered set thus
obtained is called the lexicographic product of the reals with exponent F. We
will denote it by Rr. Recall that if X is a well ordered set, the order type of
X (in notation o.t. (X) ) is the unique ordinal isomorphic to X.
We examine the following problem: if A is any other chain and Er ~ KA as
chains, does it follow that F ~ A? Now given a totally ordered Abelian group
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G, recall that the Archimedean equivalence relation on G is given by

xEy iff 3n £ N s.t. n \x\ > \y\ and n \y\ > \x\ .
Recall also that x is said to be infinitely smaller than y (in notation jc < y)
if and only if
V« £ N : n \x\ < \y\.
Denote the equivalence class of x £ G by E(x). The set G/E of equivalence
classes, ordered by

E(y) < E(x) iff x « y,
is a chain with last element £(0) ; and the order type of the subchain G/E \
{E(0)} is called the rank of G and denoted rank( G). It is straightforward to
see that the rank is an invariant for isomorphisms of ordered groups. Now if
we endow Er with pointwise addition, it becomes a totally ordered Abelian
group of rank precisely T (this group is called the Hahn product of the reals
with exponent T). So the above stated problem is trivial if we assume Rr ~
EA as ordered groups. However, the rank is in general not an invariant for
isomorphisms of chains (see the example, due to Charles Holland, at the end
of section 2). In section 2, we show that if A is a chain in which R does not
embed, and if tp is an embedding of Er into EA, then for every ordinal a
which is the order type of some well ordered subset of F, there is an element in
Image <pwith support of order type a as well. We deduce from this result that
if a and ß are ordinals such that Ea ~ E^, then a = ß. Other corollaries,
shedding light on the problem, are given at the end of section 2.
In what follows, unless otherwise stated, F will denote an arbitrary chain.
Recall that a subset 7 c F is an initial segment of F if and only if, given y £ F
and i 6 7 such that y < i, then y £ I. Similarly, a subset F c F is a final
segment of F if and only if, given y £ F and f £ F such that

y > f,

then

y £ F. In this article, given a, b £ {-oo, oo} uE, ]a, b[ will denote the open
interval in E with endpoints a and b . The closed interval will be denoted by
[a, b], for a, b £ E, and so on for half closed intervals. If Z is a chain and
X, Y are subchains of Z , X < Y means that for all x £ X and all y £ Y we
have x < y . Similarly for X < Y.
At this point, I would like to thank F.-V. Kuhlmann and D. Lascar for many
useful discussions.

2. Lexicographic

powers with ordinal

exponent

We need some definitions and lemmas.
Here, a, ß, X denote ordinal numbers, with ß < a. We write J (or /') to
denote a chain in which the chain E of the reals does NOT embed, and 7 (or
7') for an initial segment of J .
Let us define
R£ = {s ; s £ Eû and supports Ç ß} .

If ß < a and jeK

and a £ E, define s'a £ E^+1 as follows:

(s(X)
s'a(X) = i a
[ 0

xfX<ß,
if X= ß,
xfß+l<X<a.
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Suppose now that we have an embedding of chains
tp: EQ —►RJ .

We say that s £ Ra is ß- I-determining if for all s' e EQ , if s' Iß = s [ ß ,
then y (s) \>I = <p(s')[ I. Note that:
( 1) ß = a => s is ß- 7-determining, for ail s £Ra , and
(2) ß < a => s is not ß- 7-determining, for all sel".
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that ß < a, s £ R^ is ß- I-determining and

o.t. (support tp(s) n 7) = ß .

Then there exist A c E, card A = 2H°, and I' d I such that for all a £ A, s'a
is (ß + 1)-1'-determining and
Proof. Let a£R.

o.t. (support tp(s'a) n T') = ß + 1 .
Define
ja = min ( (support <p(s~a))\ I) .

Note that ja is well defined for all a £ R, except perhaps for only one bo : in
fact, suppose bo £ E is such that support <p(s'b0)c 7 ; if a ^ b0 then necessarily
tp(s'a) t¿ <p(s'bo) (since s'a ± s'bo). But since on the other hand (p(s'a)\I =
(p(s'bo) f17, then there exists j £ I such that <p(s~a)(j) ^ tp(s'bo)(j) = 0.
Note moreover that since tp preserves the order, we have for all ael:
(1)

if <p(s'a)(ja) > 0, then for all a' > a: ja< < ja and tp(s'a')(ja')

(2)

if <p(s'a)(ja) < 0, then for all a' <a:

> 0,

ja> < ja and <p(s'a')(Ja') < 0.

So let ao £ E, and suppose without loss of generality that <p(s'ao)(Jao) > 0 (the
other case is treated by a symmetrical argument). Hence, for all a £ [ao, oo[ we
have <p(s'a)(ja) > 0. So consider the decreasing map from [a0, oo[ to J which
to a associates ja ■ If this map were injective, we would have an embedding of
the chain R in /. Hence there exist ax, ü2 £ ]ao, oo[ such that ax < «2 but
Ja, = Ja2 ■ Set f = jai and I' = {j £ J ; j < j'}. Let a', a" £ ]ax, a2[. Then
Ja' = f = ja" (by (1)), moreover for s' £ Ra we have:

¡if s' l ß + I = s'a' [ ß + 1,
(3)

(then <p(s')(j) = <p(s'a')(j) = <p(s'a")(j) for all ; < /.

In fact, if j £ I, then it is immediate by hypothesis on s, and if j £ I, then
by definition of f , tp(s'a)(j) = 0, for all a £ [ax, a2]. Let us show that then

9(S')U) = 0. If not, let j be the least element such that I < j < f and
<P(S')U) ¥" 0, and suppose first that <p(s')(j) > 0. But then s'a2 > s', whereas
(p(s'a2) < tp(s'), which is a contradiction. The case with q>(s')(j) < 0 is treated
by a symmetrical argument, by considering <p(s'ax). So assertion (3) holds.
Consider now the following subset of R :

na, = {(p(s')(f) ; s' £ Ra and s' [ß + 1 = s'a' [ß + 1}.
Note that s'a' is (ß + l)-(I' \ {/})-determining (by (3)), and hence s'a' is
(ß + 1)-7'-determining
if and only if %a' is a singleton. Moreover, 7ra< is
bounded above in R. To see this, it is enough to observe that if a' < a" then
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nai < na" : Indeed, assume s" £ Ra is such that s" [ ß + I = s'a" [ ß + 1. But

then it is immediate by (3) that

<p(s')(j) = <p(s")(j) forall;</.
Since on the other hand s'a' < s'a", we have s' < s", so tp(s') < tp(s"). It
follows that tp(s')(f) < <p(s")(f) as required. Hence let
f:]ax,a2[—>R,

a^>s\xnna.

Then / is increasing. Since E has the countable chain condition, it follows
that / has at most a countable number of discontinuities. Note that / is
discontinuous at a point a if and only if na is not a singleton, hence
A —]ax, a2[ \ {a ; a is a point of discontinuity of / } ;

then card .4 = 2N°, and we have the conclusions of the lemma.

D

Corollary 2.2. There exists sa £ Ra such that o.t. (support(p(sa)) = a.

Proof. By induction on ß < a, we construct s'eK,

and an initial segment

Iß of J such that
(i) sx = sß on X, and Ix c Iß for all X < ß < a,
(ii) sß is ß-Iß-determining and o.t. (support <p(sß)r\Iß) = ß .
Set s0 = 0 and 7o = 0. If /3 is successor, the construction is done using
Lemma 2.1. If >Sis limit, set

i'=Lk
k<ß

and b=\jhk<ß

(i) is evident. For (ii), let s'\ ß = sß\ ß and j £ Iß-, we show that <p(s')(j) =
(p(sP)(j). But j £ h for a X < ß , and <p(s^)(j) = <p(s*)(j) = <p(s')(j) (since sx
is X- Ix-determining). For the second assertion of (ii), it is enough to observe

that
support tp(sß) n Iß = (J support tp(sx)n h ■ □
x<ß
Now given any chain F, we associate to it the following set of ordinals:

WOT(T) = {X ; there exists a well ordered subset of F of order type X } .

Note that WOT( F) is itself an ordinal, and WOT( X) = X+ 1. Applying this
last corollary, we obtain

Corollary 2.3. Let F be any chain, and suppose that Er embeds in RJ . Then

WOT(T) c WOT(/).
Proof. Let X £ WOT(T) ; then Rx embeds in Rr. By hypothesis it follows that
RA embeds in RJ , so by Corollary 2.2, X £ WOT(/), as required. D
In particular, this shows that if J is the reverse of an ordinal, then so is F.

Another consequence of Corollary 2.2 (applied with J = X) is
Corollary 2.4. If tp : Ra —> RA is an embedding, then there exists an embedding
of a in X, that is, a < X. If moreover tp is an isomorphism, then a = X.
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This last result can be restated as a theorem on ordered Abelian groups in
the following way: Let G, be an ordered Abelian group, for i = 1,2. If
Gx c G2, then there is a canonical embedding of rank( Gx) into rank( G2). If
this embedding is onto, we say that Gx c G2 is an Archimedean extension.
We say that Gi is Archimedean-complete if it admits no proper Archimedean
extension. Given any chain F, let Hyer E denote the Hahn product of the
reals with exponent F. The following theorem is well known (cf. Fuchs [FU]):
Theorem 2.5. An ordered Abelian group G of rank F is Archimedean-complete

if and only if G ~ Hyei-R ■
We can now restate Corollary 2.4 as follows:

Theorem 2.6. Suppose that G, is Archimedean-complete and rank(G¡) is an
ordinal, for i = 1, 2. If Gx ~ G2 as chains, then Gx ~ G2 as ordered groups.

In the next corollaries, which all follow from the proof of Corollary 2.2, JJy R
denotes the subchain of RJ consisting of those sequences with finite support
( JJy R is called the lexicographic sum).
Corollary 2.7. Let X be an infinite ordinal. Then Rk does not embed in Uy R.
Corollary 2.8. Suppose that F is a chain possessing an infinite well ordered subset. Then Rr does not embed in I]y R.

Corollary 2.9. Suppose that F is a chain such that Rr embeds in ]}j R • Then
F is the reverse of an ordinal.

Corollary 2.10. The chain RJ embeds in V[j R if and only if RJ = F[j R, which
in turn holds if and only if J is inversely well ordered.
We close this paper by giving the following example, due to Charles Holland,
which shows that Theorem 2.6 is not true without the assumption on the ranks.

Example. We claim that Ez is isomorphic to EN . Let K = EN. We partition
K into a sequence {Kn} of intervals, each isomorphic to K, and indexed by
Z as follows. Let
K2m = {(m,x2,Xi,

...)\

x¡ £ R} ,

K2m+X= {(xx, x2, ... ) I x, £ R and m < xx < m + 1}.
Now, we partition Ez into a sequence {/„} of intervals indexed by Z and,
again, each isomorphic to K. Let

Jo = {(... , x-i, xo, Xi,...) 11"< 0 =>xi = 0} ,
/„ = {(... , x¡, ...)\ i < -n =>x¡ = 0, and 0 < x_„} for n > 0,
J„ = {(... , x¡, ...) \ i < n =>x¡ = 0, and xn < 0} for n < 0.
Since m < n => Km < Kn and Jm < J„, and Kn ~ K ~ /„, we obtain
RN ~ Rz.
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